QUIKBINDER™ LOCK
When you want safety and security for your cargo, all you need is the
Quikbinder™ Lock. This long shank brass combination padlock is
designed for use with the QUIKBINDER PLUS™ to keep the ratchet binder
in its tightened, immobilized position to avoid tampering or theft when left
unattended. The Quikbinder™ Lock is weather-proof and designed to be
easy to use. Simply set your desired combination using the set up key and
you’re ready to go.
Security for your Quikbinder
This Quikbinder Lock pairs with the
QuikBinder Plus™ for load securement. It can
be inserted to keep the ratchet binder in its
tightened, immobilized position to prevent
tampering with the load or theft of binder and
chain. This lock can also be used in many
other application.
Hassle-Free Combination Keys
No need to carry around this lock's key for
locking and unlocking - the combination keys
make things simple and hassle-free. The
Quikbinder Lock does come with a small key,
however - it is only needed if you ever want or
need to reset your combination code.

Long Length Shank
The lock's extra long shank is purposefully
made for locking around those larger
applications such as the Quikbinder. Where
you require that extra reach length, this lock
will do the trick. The lock is also available with
a shorter shank.
Weather Proof and Corrosion Resistant
Wherever you go this lock can come along.
With its weather proof and corrosion resistant
brass body, this lock will maintain its durability
and keep your Quikbinder safe and secure.

Inset and Protected Combination Keys
The Quikbinder Lock was thoughtfully made
with an inset to protect the combination keys
from rubbing against hard surfaces and from
moisture when set down.
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QUIKBINDER™ LOCK
PRODUCTS SPECIFICATIONS
Product

Trade Size

Finish

Weight Each (Lbs.)

Factory Package

Order Unit

H4927-3030

2" Case (50mm)

Brass

0.75 Lbs.

12/Ctn.

Each
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